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athleen Zamboni McCormick’s debut novel, Dodging Sa- 
tan, is a short coming-of-age novel centered on Bridget 

Flagherty, a half-Irish, half-Italian girl with a wholly over- 

active conscience, who serves as a stand-in for young Catholic 

women searching for religious identity in the 1960s, after the 

Second Vatican Council. Innocent, literal-minded and serious, 

Bridget navigates a maze of childhood rules, religious scrupulosi- 

ty, moral grayness, and budding sexuality. Meanwhile, her parents 

adhere to some vestiges of European immigrant culture, a patri- 

archal family structure, and a stoic acceptance of hardship. This 

overall incongruence of perspectives provides a background over 

which Bridget's emotional and intellectual maturity as a female 

develops over time. Many of young Bridget’s literal observations 

and reflections on Catholic dogma are laugh-out-loud funny. 

Yet McCormick skillfully develops Bridget’s point of view, as she 

grows older: her literal, idiosyncratic interpretations of childhood 

experience give way to a nuanced, yet still naive, understanding of 

young adulthood. 
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Bridget’s life evolves from age six to (approximately) sixteen in 

a series of narrative vignettes. McCormick incorporates speech and 

thought patterns to reflect the developing mind of her protagonist, 

which is vaguely reminiscent of Joyce’s technique in A Portrait of 
the Artist As a Young Man, another coming-of-age novel focused 

on cultural identity and Catholic consciousness. Moreover, adapt- 

ing Bridget’s language to her increasing age and “worldliness,” 

McCormick provides plausible insight into the protagonist’s mind. 

For example, as a young girl, Bridget sees God everywhere, even 

in the holy water font at church. Readers know the holy water has 

algae in it, but not Bridget; she observes, with awe, the bright green 

manifestation of what is, clearly, God Himself. God is also in the 

phosphors in the cheap, plastic glow-in-the-dark crosses available 

to buy in “holy stores” that were part of nearly every Catholic parish 

at the time. These artifacts of 1960s religious kitsch might be lost on 

the young contemporary reader, but Bridget’s self-conscious belief 

in an omnipotent being both visible and watching her every move- 

ment is universally familiar. 

In a home where mortal sin is both a grave and potential dan- 

ger, fear of mortality does not lag far behind. When we first meet 

Bridget as a very young girl, Satan is climbing the walls, literally. 

When Bridget graduates from a crib to a twin bed, she begins seeing 

snakes on the walls, fearing her own death and damnation. While 

helping her mother wash windows by holding her as she reaches 

out of the window, Bridget muses that she could let go and kill her 

mother. In a classic guilt spiral, she realizes that she controls her 

mother’s mortality, questions the likelihood of accidentally killing 

her, and wishes she could give back the knowledge that keeping her 

mother alive is now one of her responsibilities, like other house- 

hold chores. McCormick skillfully and humorously captures such 

idiosyncratic childlike interpretations of young Bridget, in a world 

where her parents have, largely, forgotten what it is like to live liter- 

ally as a child. 

McCormick also captures childhood moments of stark revela- 

tion, like the tenderness that Bridget suddenly sees between her 

Aunt Eleanor and Aunt Louisa, whose relationship is not the chaste 
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and prim existence that Bridget imagined, but a deep, carnal, and 

profound devotion won out in the harsh conditions of a textile 

mill. Bridget, whom Eleanor and Louisa deem their Persephone, 

does not enter into any dark underworlds, but does lose her inno- 

cence slowly by learning to see the world as it really is—complex 

and poorly explained by Catholic catechism. While McCormick 

creates much empathy for Bridget’s discomfort in discovering the 

world as it is, the reader can also enjoy the freedom Bridget discov- 

ers in breaking out of literalism, breaking rules, and choosing her 

own life. For example, she joins up with her British, pro-women’s- 

lib neighbors, develops her first real crush on an inappropriately 

older man, and begins to question the constraints of patriarchy. 

She quits addressing God as “God-the-Father,” preferring the 

shortened and more suggestive “God-the-F.” Furthermore, she 

finds satisfaction identifying with the historically wronged bib- 

lical Mary of the New Testament and ignoring God-the-F, who 

gave neither Eve nor Mary much thought when He granted their 

earthly suffering. 

McCormick’s protagonist will appeal to young adolescent read- 

ers, but her use of sophisticated symbolism will appeal to adult 

readers. Bridget’s childhood nightmares, in which snakes crawl up 

her bedroom walls, recall medieval explanations of sleep paralysis 

as evidence of incubi that frequented the beds of “unchaste” wom- 

en. Bridget’s namesake, the Irish Saint Brigid (a variant spelling of 

Bridget), is not a simple ethnic trope. McCormick’s reference to the 

virgin Saint Brigid, who was raised by her father and prayed away 

her beauty to preserve her chastity, and, in doing so, escaped mar- 

riage through the convent, seems an intentional swipe at patriarchy. 

Fortunately, our Bridget takes a less severe path, though not an easy 

one, towards independence, education, and womanhood. And, sig- 

nificantly, Bridget’s choices are informed by other women in the 

novel who in their day enjoyed fewer options themselves, from her 

harshly abused aunt “Santa Anna,” to the Virgin Mary. Observing 

that the artistic masters painted an idealized Virgin Mary in fine 

clothing while patriarchal theologies gave her nothing but a meek 

nature and a favorite color (blue), Bridget begins to question the 
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“certainties” of religion and patriarchy. Women tie McCormick’s 

vignettes together in a historical flow from Eve’s fall to Bridget’s 

rise. 

All the women in McCormick’s novel transform, distinguish- 

ing themselves from Bridget’s limited childhood perception of 

them. On the other hand, the males in the story—Bridget’s alco- 

holic uncle Mike, her cocky cousin Mikey, her steadfast father, 

and the creepily childish Mr. Vieri—are static characters, remain- 

ing two-dimensional. Perhaps, this is as it should be. Bridget’s 

move into adulthood occurs during the middle of third-wave 

feminism. Whether one subscribes to the delineations of the 

movement, it was arguably women’s lives, not men’s, that changed 

most dramatically at that period. Though aimed at young readers 

and easy to read, Dodging Satan packs a lot of religious, gender, 

and cultural context under 200 pages. The text leaves lingering 

sensations and thoughts one cannot ignore, like a communion 

wafer stuck to the roof of one’s mouth. Yet, the book’s hopeful 

disquietude and dark humor fit its subject well. Dodging Satan 
is comedic, gothic, symbolic, and sharp. Much like burgeoning 

womanhood, it presents a girl’s coming-of-age as fast and messy 

and provides a hopeful resolution that takes the rest of one’s life 

to untangle.



 

 


